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Abstract 

 
 

 Computer’s memory, one of its most important components, is a physical device used 

to store data on a temporary or permanent basis. Nonvolatile memory is energy independent 

and stores data even when not powered. Typical examples are hard disc drives, EEPROM 

memories and very popular flash memories. Since the flash technology is already reaching its 

limits, several alternatives have been proposed as a replacement. Among others, the new 

memory types include resistive random access memory (ReRAM). 

 Resistive RAM is based on the resistance switching (RS) phenomenon, which is a 

large reversible change of material’s resistivity due to application of an electric field. The RS 

behavior can be classified into two categories: unipolar, which depends only on the amplitude 

of the applied voltage/current, and bipolar, which depends on the polarity of the applied 

voltage/current. The RS phenomenon has been observed in a large variety of metal oxides. 

 In this work, RS effects in metal/YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO) interface junctions were 

studied. Switching behavior of both planar and point contact junctions has been analyzed in 

terms of maximal current/voltage bias and temperature dependence. These phenomena are 

discussed within the oxygen diffusion model. Moreover, influence of the strong 

crystallographic anisotropy of the YBCO compound on the bipolar RS behavior has been 

investigated. Local surface conductivity properties and surface degradation of YBCO thin 

films, which can considerably influence the RS behavior, were further studied by scanning 

spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM). 

The RS phenomenon has been studied on Pt/TiO2/Pt structures. Gas sensing and bipolar RS 

measurements have been carried out on the same type of vertical Pt/TiO2/Pt structures. We 

have shown the possibility to combine the memory and gas sensing functionality within one 

structure. 



 
 

Abstrakt 

 
 

 Pamäť je jedným z najdôležitejších komponentov počítačov ako aj 

ďalších elektronických zariadení a používa sa na dočasné alebo trvalé uchovanie informácií. 

Trvalé pamäte sú energeticky nezávislé a uchovajú uloženú informáciu aj po vypnutí 

napájania. K typickým zástupcom patria pevné disky, EEPROM pamäte a veľmi populárne 

„flash“ pamäte. Keďže technológia pamätí typu „flash“ sa postupne dostáva na pokraj svojich 

možností, boli navrhnuté viaceré alternatívy, ktoré by existujúcu technológiu nahradili. 

Jednou z alternatív sú odporové RAM pamäte (ReRAM). 

 Odporové RAM pamäte sú založené na jave odporového prepínania, t.j. veľkej vratnej 

zmeny elektrického odporu materiálu pod vplyvom aplikovaného elektrického poľa. Poznáme 

dva typy odporového prepínania: unipolárne, ktoré závisí len od amplitúdy naloženého 

napätia/prúdu, a bipolárne, ktoré závisí aj od polarity tohto napätia/prúdu. Jav odporového 

prepínania bol pozorovaný v mnohých oxidoch kovov. 

 V tejto práci sa venujeme štúdiu javu odporového prepínania na rozhraniach kov/ 

YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO). Študovali sme prepínanie na planárnych a bodových kontaktoch 

v závislosti od maximálne naloženého napätia/prúdu a v závislosti od teploty. Jav odporového 

prepínania je vysvetlený pomocou difúzneho modelu pohybu kyslíka. Ďalej bol skúmaný 

vplyv silnej kryštalografickej anizotropie YBCO na jav odporového prepínania. Pomocou 

rastrovacej odporovej mikroskopie (SSRM) sme vyšetrovali taktiež lokálnu povrchovú 

vodivosť a degradáciu povrchu tenkých vrstiev YBCO, keďže tieto môžu odporové 

prepínanie významne ovplyvňovať. 

 Jav odporového prepínania sme študovali aj na štruktúrach Pt/TiO2/Pt. Plynovo-citlivé 

merania a merania bipolárneho odporového prepínania boli urobené na rovnakom type 

vertikálnych Pt/TiO2/Pt štruktúr. Ukázali sme možnosť kombinácie pamäťových vlastností 

a citlivosti na plyny v rámci jednej súčiastky. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

Computers and electronic devices became common features of our everyday life. One 

of the most important components is computer’s memory. From the perspective of energy 

dependency, there are two types of memories: volatile and nonvolatile. Volatile memories 

need a power supply to store the information which is lost after the supply is turned off. 

Typical and nowadays widely used kind of these memories is DRAM (dynamic random 

access memory). Nonvolatile memories store the data even when not powered. Typical 

examples of this type are hard disc drives, EEPROM and flash memory. Advantages of flash 

memory include low energy consumption, low weight and shock resistance [1,2]. Flash 

memories also have some weaknesses such as slow rewriting speed and limited number of 

rewrite processes. Another problem is that the flash technology is reaching its limits. Solution 

of these problems is in a new architectures and materials or in completely novel types of 

memories based on different physical phenomena. Several alternatives have been proposed as 

a replacement for the flash memory. 

One of them, resistive random access memories (ReRAM) are based on the resistance 

switching (RS) phenomenon, i.e. a large change of material’s resistivity due to application of 

an external electric field. This change is reversible and the resistance switches between two 

different values: high-resistive state (HRS) and low-resistive state (LRS). The ReRAM 

memory cell usually has a capacitor-like structure consisting of an insulating or 

semiconducting material where the RS phenomenon takes place, sandwiched between two 

metallic electrodes. Switching in metal oxides was firstly intensively studied in 1960s in 

metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures [3]. In recent years, the RS phenomenon is again 

intensively studied due to its possible use in ReRAM memories. The RS behavior can be 

classified into two categories: unipolar (or nonpolar) and bipolar. The unipolar switching 

depends only on the amplitude of applied voltage/current but not on polarity. This type of RS 

phenomenon occurs mainly in simple two-component metal oxides and the driving 

mechanisms are quite well understood. Bipolar resistance switching behavior means that the 

direction of the switching depends on polarity of the applied voltage. This type of switching 

occurs usually in more complex oxides, such as perovskites, although it has been observed 

also in simple metal oxides. Corresponding typical current - voltage (I-V) curves for both 

types of switching are shown on Fig.1.  



 

 

Fig. 1 Typical I

In this work, theoretical principles of unipolar and bipolar resistance switching in 

metal/TiO2/metal structures and bipolar resistance switching in YBCO/metal interfaces are 

described in the theoretical background chapter. 

switching mechanism on both YBCO planar junctions and point contacts are presented. 

YBCO surface conductivity and degradation was further studied by scanning spreading 

resistance microscopy. The RS behavior and switching mechanism on sub

Pt/TiO2/Pt junctions was also studied in combination with H

structures. 

1.2 Theses 

 

� Preparation of YBCO/metal junctions for resistance switching studies

� Investigation of bipolar RS behavior on YBCO/metal junction at temperatures in the 

range from 4,2 K to 300 K

� Investigation of bipolar RS and related physical phenomena on YBCO/metal point 

contacts on sub-micrometer scale by various SPM methods (e.g. STM, SSRM)

� Studies of the bipolar RS mechanism on YBCO thin films

� Studies of the local conductivity properties of YBCO thin films in terms of surface 

degradation 

� Preparation and optimization of Pt/TiO

and resistance switchi

� Investigation of bipolar RS behavior on Pt/TiO

� Investigation of the possibility to incorporate the RS phenomenon in chemo

solid state gas sensors based on TiO
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2 Theoretical background 
 

2.1 Concept of memristor and memristive systems 

 

 Typically, there are three fundamental passive circuit elements: the resistor, the 

inductor and the capacitor. Due to symmetry reasons, fourth fundamental passive element 

called memristor (memory resistor) was proposed by Leon Chua in 1971 [4]. According to his 

work, there are six different mathematical relations between the four fundamental circuit 

variables including electric current i, electric voltage u, charge q and magnetic flux φ. The 

nonlinear properties of memristor cannot be replaced by combination of nonlinear resistive, 

inductive and capacitive components. 

Interesting fact is that the magnetic field does not play an explicit role in the 

mechanism of memristance. This could be a reason why the phenomenon was unclear for 

years. ReRAM devices well satisfy definitions and formulas for memristive system, but not 

the original definition of memristor. There is still an ongoing debate whether ReRAM devices 

represent the missing fourth fundamental passive element. 

 

2.2 Resistive switching on TiO2 thin films 

 

 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) belongs to the group of transition-metal oxides. It is a wide-

gap semiconductor with a great scientific and practical importance due to its chemical 

stability even in hazardous environments, high refractive index, hardness and more. TiO2 is 

used in a wide range of devices and applications including gas sensors, optical coatings and 

pigments, capacitors and varistors, photoanodes in photoelectrochemical cells and nonlinear 

optical elements. As both unipolar and bipolar RS phenomenon has been observed on 

metal/TiO2/metal structures, it has also possible applications in nonvolatile ReRAM 

memories. 



 

 

 

2.2.2 Unipolar resistance switching in TiO

 

Frequently occurring mechanism of unipolar (but in some cases also bipolar) resistive 

switching is the mechanism of conductive filament (Fig. 

conductive filament, the formation process can be divided into two categories:

of foreign atoms and filament composed of intrinsic defects. The first one is based on cations 

from electrochemically active electrode. The second one is related with to a change of the 

film stoichiometry and local conductivity.

 

Fig. 2 Driving mechanism of the unipolar resistance switching phenomenon via conductive 

filament: a) the LRS state; b) the HRS state

 

2.3 Resistive switching on YBa

 

The high temperature superconductivity (HTS) in cuprates was discovered by Bedn

and Müller in 1986 [5]. YBa

YBCO is a first material on which the transition to superconductive state was measured at 

temperature ( KTc 93≅ ) higher than temperature of liquid 

Conductivity properties of the YBCO are continuously changing by varying the 

parameter x between 0 and 1 from insulating through semiconducting with hole conductivity 

to metallic (above the critical temperature 

parameter x. The highest critical temperature (

= 0.93 [7]. An approximate T
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2.2.2 Unipolar resistance switching in TiO2 
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to metallic (above the critical temperature Tc). The critical temperature T

. The highest critical temperature (Tc = 95 K) is achieved for the doping level of 
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from electrochemically active electrode. The second one is related with to a change of the 

 

Driving mechanism of the unipolar resistance switching phenomenon via conductive 

The high temperature superconductivity (HTS) in cuprates was discovered by Bednorz 

known member of this class. 

YBCO is a first material on which the transition to superconductive state was measured at 

nitrogen (77K) [6].  

Conductivity properties of the YBCO are continuously changing by varying the 

between 0 and 1 from insulating through semiconducting with hole conductivity 

Tc also depends on the 

95 K) is achieved for the doping level of x 

x phase diagram of the YBCO is shown on Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Approximate T-x phase diagram of YBCO 

 

2.3.2 Bipolar resistance switching in YBCO 

 

YBCO belongs to the compounds which exhibit bipolar RS behavior. Bipolar 

switching occurs due to presence of the oxygen depleted layer on the metal/YBCO interface. 

As a result of direct relation between the resistance and the oxygen content (the resistance is 

greatly increasing with decreasing oxygen content [8]), the oxygen depleted layer has an 

insulating character. The RS behavior is caused by the rearrangement of the oxygen atoms 

near the surface under the influence of an applied electric field.  

The width and conductivity of the degraded layer can be controlled by application of 

an electric field. Under the influence of an electric field, the oxygen ions migrate towards or 

away from the metallic electrode, what results in modification of conductivity properties 

according to the YBCO T-x phase diagram (Fig. 3). The oxygen anions migrate towards the 

positively biased electrode and the structure switches to the LRS. In the case of negatively 

biased electrode, anions migrate away from the interface and structure switches back to the 

HRS. Certain threshold voltage (Vthreshold) is required to activate the switching. At this voltage, 

energy of the electric field overcomes the activation energy of motion of oxygen ions to the 

next cell and rearrangement of oxygen is possible. 
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3 Used experimental methods 
 

3.1 Scanning probe microscopy 

 

Scanning probe microscopes Solver P47-PRO and NTegra Aura from NT-MDT 

Company were used for AFM and SSRM measurements. For STM measurements, cryogenic 

scanning tunneling microscope by NT-MDT Company was used. The STM measurements 

were done in the Oxford Instruments Optibath SXM cryostat down to liquid nitrogen 

temperature (77 K). The NTegra Aura allows measurements in vacuum or controlled gaseous 

environment.  

3.2 Transport measurements 

 

Transport measurements of the YBCO/Ag junctions have been done in classical four 

probe setup with Keithley 220 Programmable Current Source and Keithley 2000. 

Temperature was measured by calibrated Lake Shore DT-670-SD silicon diode and Lake 

Shore 211S temperature monitor. 

Transport measurements of the YBCO/PtIr point contacts have been done by 

cryogenic STM microscope and SPM electronics by NT-MDT Company within temperature 

range from 77 K to room temperature in Oxford Instruments Optibath SXM Cryostat. 

Measurements of the RS phenomenon in TiO2–based samples have been done in 

similar setup, but using Keithley 6430 Sub-femtoamp remote SourceMeter instead of the 

multimeter and current source. Samples have been placed in a closed chamber designed for 

gas sensing measurements. 

3.3 Gas sensing measurements 

  

 All gas-response measurements have been carried out in a closed chamber with 

volume of about 400 cm3 in a gas flow regime. The gas flow was controlled by two mass flow 

controllers Red-y Smart Series from Voegtlin. Samples were mounted on Momentive 

Boralectric Heater with “K” type thermocouple inside. Electric transport properties of the 

Pt/TiO2/Pt structures have been measured by standard two-probe method by 

Picoammeter/Voltage Source Keithley 6487. 
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4 Results 

 

4.1 Resistance switching in metal/YBa2Cu3O6+x interface junctions 

 
 

The RS behavior in the metal/YBCO structures have been studied on planar junctions 

and by SPM methods. I-V characteristics of the planar junctions were measured in the 

temperature range from 4.2 K to 300 K in a transport He Dewar container. In all 

measurements, the counter-electrode was grounded and the bottom YBCO electrode was 

biased. A hysteretic behavior related to the bipolar RS was observed. Switching from the HRS 

to the LRS and vice-versa was analyzed for various maximal current bias and temperatures 

(Fig. 4). I-V characteristics measured on STM point contact junctions also exhibit a hysteretic 

behavior related to the RS from the HRS to the LRS and vice-versa. The RS effect has a 

threshold character which is associated with the activation energy of the oxygen motion. 

Almost whole bias voltage drops in this layer and the resulting high intensity of electric field 

significantly enhances the mobility of oxygen ions. Within the electrodiffusion model, there is 

a linear relation between the switching voltage and the temperature. 

 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Current-voltage characteristics of the STM PtIr/YBCO contact for different 

voltage ranges show the dependence of the LRS and the HRS on the maximal voltage applied; 

(b) The temperature dependence sof the LRS and the HRS. 

 

Switching mechanism in YBCO thin films was investigated at room temperature. 

Influence of the strong crystallographic anisotropy of the YBCO compound on the bipolar RS 

(a) (b) 



 

behavior has been studied. 

bipolar RS behavior. The other two types with contact only in 

ab-plane respectively exhibited switching from the HRS to the LRS, but the LRS was 

unstable within the used time frame. It is caused by fast oxygen diffusion within the 

and thus fast relaxation from the LRS to the HRS being the equilibrium state.

Commercially available 

the local studies of the RS behavior. For positively biased sample, YBCO thin film became 

more conductive and switched to the LRS. After application of negative bias, the LRS

switched back to the HRS which is similar to the initial state

apparent contradiction with our previous measurements in 

direction was observed. Underlying mechanism of the inverse switching is di

previous case. Current-induced “hole wind” causes motion of negatively charged oxygen ions 

in the opposite direction to the electric field action.

the sample, “hole wind” causes motion of negative oxyg

field towards the tip-sample interface. After applying negative voltage, opposite process takes 

place. Influence of the “hole wind” can be dominant in this case due to much higher current 

densities in SSRM measurement

 

Fig. 5 (a) Conductivity map of the YBCO thin film measured by SSRM after switching of 

region 2 into the LRS and subsequently region 3 back to the HRS. (b) 

(normalized to maximum value) measured on YBCO surfaces stored in air (black squares) 

and pure nitrogen (red circles) after the ion beam etching

 

(a) 
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 Junctions with contact only in c-axis direction exhibited classical 

bipolar RS behavior. The other two types with contact only in ab-plane and in both 

plane respectively exhibited switching from the HRS to the LRS, but the LRS was 

unstable within the used time frame. It is caused by fast oxygen diffusion within the 

and thus fast relaxation from the LRS to the HRS being the equilibrium state.

mmercially available c-axis oriented epitaxial YBCO thin films have been used for 

the local studies of the RS behavior. For positively biased sample, YBCO thin film became 

more conductive and switched to the LRS. After application of negative bias, the LRS

switched back to the HRS which is similar to the initial state (Fig. 5a)

apparent contradiction with our previous measurements in which switching in opposite 

Underlying mechanism of the inverse switching is di

induced “hole wind” causes motion of negatively charged oxygen ions 

in the opposite direction to the electric field action. When positive bias voltage is applied on 

the sample, “hole wind” causes motion of negative oxygen ions against the action of electric 

sample interface. After applying negative voltage, opposite process takes 

place. Influence of the “hole wind” can be dominant in this case due to much higher current 

densities in SSRM measurements compared to planar junction measurements.

    

Conductivity map of the YBCO thin film measured by SSRM after switching of 

region 2 into the LRS and subsequently region 3 back to the HRS. (b) Average SSRM current 

maximum value) measured on YBCO surfaces stored in air (black squares) 

and pure nitrogen (red circles) after the ion beam etching as a function of time.

(b) 

axis direction exhibited classical 

plane and in both c-axis and 

plane respectively exhibited switching from the HRS to the LRS, but the LRS was 

unstable within the used time frame. It is caused by fast oxygen diffusion within the ab-plane 

and thus fast relaxation from the LRS to the HRS being the equilibrium state. 

axis oriented epitaxial YBCO thin films have been used for 

the local studies of the RS behavior. For positively biased sample, YBCO thin film became 

more conductive and switched to the LRS. After application of negative bias, the LRS 

(Fig. 5a). These results are in 

which switching in opposite 

Underlying mechanism of the inverse switching is different as in 

induced “hole wind” causes motion of negatively charged oxygen ions 

When positive bias voltage is applied on 

en ions against the action of electric 

sample interface. After applying negative voltage, opposite process takes 

place. Influence of the “hole wind” can be dominant in this case due to much higher current 

s compared to planar junction measurements. 

 

Conductivity map of the YBCO thin film measured by SSRM after switching of 

Average SSRM current 

maximum value) measured on YBCO surfaces stored in air (black squares) 

as a function of time. 
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To better understand the switching mechanism, local surface conductivity on 

nanometer scale and the extent of surface degradation should be known.  For the degradation 

studies, a selected area has been repeatedly scanned by the SSRM over several hours after the 

ion beam etching, while the sample was exposed to air for the whole time. The conductivity 

map clearly shows that the average conductivity of the surface gradually decreases in time 

(Fig. 5b). This may be caused by out-diffusion of oxygen and surface reactions with humidity. 

By the measurements carried out in nitrogen atmosphere, in which the degradation was only 

slightly slower, out-diffusion of oxygen was confirmed as the main cause of decreasing 

surface conductivity.   

 

 

4.3 Resistance switching in Pt/TiO2/Pt structures 

 

 Both bipolar and unipolar RS phenomenon has been observed on TiO2-based 

structures. The combination of gas sensing properties and memory capability using RS 

phenomenon represents very promising way to enhance existing technology. Advantage of a 

gas sensor with intrinsic memory would be its low power consumption, simple structure, 

merging two components into one and thus space saving. We have shown that both RS and 

gas sensing functionality can be obtained on the same Pt/TiO2/Pt structure, what gives us a 

strong premise that development of such device with double functionality is possible. Large 

sensitivity to the low concentrations (≤1 %) of H2 gas in synthetic air has been measured on 

Pt/TiO2/Pt structures with 100 nm wide top electrode even at room temperature (Fig. 6a). 

Samples annealed before the deposition of the top electrode exhibit stable bipolar RS 

from the LRS to HRS and vice versa in varying concentration of H2 gas in synthetic air at 

room temperature (Fig.6b). Concentration of H2 gas in synthetic air was in the range from 0 

ppm to 10 000 ppm. With increasing H2 gas concentration, resistance of the LRS is increasing 

in the whole range of concentrations, while the HRS shows a clear maximum at 1000 ppm of 

H2 (Fig. 6c). 
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Fig. 6 (a) Typical dynamic response of sensors with top electrode width 100 nm to 10 000 

ppm of H2 gas in synthetic air at 100°C (blue line), 50°C (red line) and 24°C (black line). 

Samples were annealed after the deposition of top electrode. (b) Current-voltage 

characteristics of Pt/TiO2/Pt sandwich structure with unannealed top electrode measured in 

varying concentration of H2 gas in synthetic air from 0 ppm up to 10 000 ppm at room 

temperature. (c) Resistance of the HRS and the LRS as a function of H2 gas concentration in 

synthetic air measured at room temperature and voltage of +0.1 V. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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5 Conclusions 
 

 

 Resistive random access memories (ReRAM) are based on the resistance switching 

(RS) phenomenon, which is reversible large change of material’s resistivity due to application 

of an electric field. The RS between the low-resistive state (LRS) and the high-resistive state 

(HRS) can be classified into two categories: unipolar and bipolar. Unipolar switching depends 

only on the amplitude of the applied voltage/current but not on the polarity. Bipolar switching 

depends also on polarity of applied voltage/current. 

 In this thesis, the bipolar RS phenomenon in YBCO has been studied on planar 

metal/YBCO structures as well as by scanning tunneling microscopy and scanning spreading 

resistance microscopy. Current-voltage characteristics measured on planar Ag/YBCO 

junctions and STM PtIr/YBCO point contacts exhibit stable hysteretic behavior typical for 

bipolar switching from the HRS to the LRS and vice-versa. The RS effect was analyzed in 

terms of temperature dependence and the maximal current/voltage bias. The HRS resistance is 

decreasing with the increasing temperature which is related to the strength of the barrier on 

the metal/YBCO interface. The LRS is significantly less temperature dependent. At a fixed 

temperature, the LRS resistance is decreasing when the maximal value of the applied bias 

current/voltage is increasing, while the HRS resistance is relatively stable. The resistance 

difference between the LRS and the HRS is increasing with increasing maximal value of the 

applied bias current/voltage and with decreasing temperature. This behavior has been 

explained by the fact that there are still some oxygen vacancies present on the YBCO/metal 

interface even in the LRS which has been reached in our experiments. 

On the Ag/YBCO planar junctions, temperature dependence of the switching has been 

studied in more detail. Measurements performed in the four probe setup show that switching 

between the resistive states occurs only above a certain threshold voltage. This threshold 

character of the RS effect is associated with the activation energy of the oxygen motion. The 

motion of oxygen toward and away from the interface plays a key role in the switching 

mechanism.  

 Inverse RS behavior, i.e. swithing to the LRS and HRS at opposite polarity compared 

to the previous experiments, has been observed on epitaxial c-axis oriented YBCO thin films 

on LaAlO3 substrates by SSRM method. After applying sufficiently high positive bias voltage 

on the sample, scanned area became more conductive and switched to the LRS. The sample 
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remained in the LRS also after reducing the voltage back to 0 V. After applying negative bias 

voltage on the sample, the HRS was restored. Underlying mechanism of the inverse switching 

has been proposed in terms of current-induced “hole wind” which causes motion of negatively 

charged oxygen ions in the opposite direction to the electric field action. 

YBCO degradation and surface conductivity properties have been studied by scanning 

spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM) which belongs to the scanning probe microscopy 

(SPM) methods. From the SSRM measurements it is clearly visible that the YBCO surface 

conductivity is highly inhomogeneous on micrometer and sub-micrometer scale with areas of 

significantly lower surface resistance compared to the surroundings. Inhomogeneity in the 

surface conductivity is probably due to polycrystalline structure of the YBCO film,  varying 

thickness of the degraded oxygen depleted layer as well as inhomogeneous distribution of the 

oxygen near the interface. After removing the degraded surface layer by ion beam etching, the 

surface gradually degrades again within several hours, which is caused by oxygen out-

diffusion. Furthermore, both the conductivity and size of the low-resistance areas gradually 

increase with increasing of the applied voltage. 

Such highly inhomogeneous YBCO surface conductivity in the micron and sub-

micron scale must be taken into account in analysis of surface-sensitive measurements, such 

as point contact spectroscopy or tunneling spectroscopy. Moreover, it can be also limiting 

factor for nano-scale applications. 

The resistance switching phenomenon has been also studied on Pt/TiO2/Pt structures. 

Gas sensing and bipolar RS measurements have been done on the same type of vertical 

Pt/TiO2/Pt structures. We have focused on exploring the possibility to combine the memory 

and gas sensing functionality within one structure. On vertical Pt/TiO2/Pt structures with 

annealed electrodes, large sensitivity on low concentrations of H2 gas in synthetic air even at 

room temperature has been measured. For structures with 100 nm wide top electrode, 

decrease of resistance over four orders of magnitude on 10 000 ppm H2 has been observed. 

On structures with unannealed top electrode, sensitivity on H2 gas has been significantly 

lower, but stable reversible bipolar RS from the HRS to the LRS and vice versa has been 

measured. We have shown that the memory and gas sensing functionality can be obtained 

within single Pt/TiO2/Pt structure. Important objective for the future is to find a compromise 

between good sensory properties and stable reversible RS properties. 
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